Course Title: Spanish for Realtors and Landlords

Course Description:
Do you have a client, customer, or tenant that you would like to communicate better with? Learn basic expressions, and terminology for: showing a home, renting a home, explaining the contract, financing terms, and more. Develop your skills through practice conversation and drills.

Course Prerequisite(s):

Course Objectives:
1. Translate technical words and phrases
2. Pronounce and explain technical words and phrases
3. Explain or paraphrase selected passages and words
4. In-lass practice

Student Expectations:

Textbook(s):
Workplace Spanish for Realtors and Landlords
Workplace Spanish, Inc.

Certification Notes:

Next Class Possibilities:

Lesson Plan – by week or session
Session 1: Introduction; Objectives and Study Aids; Culture and Language Tips; Pronunciation and Encoding; Basic Expressions; Meeting and greeting customers; Language expressions; Numbers, Dates and Times
Session 2: Colors and Measurements; Common Terms and Directions; House Rooms and Areas; Real Estate Terms
Session 3: Financing terms; Realtor Discussions; Customer Information; Showing Homes
Session 4: Rental Information and Applications; Identification and Deposits; Rent, Utilities and Amenities; Repairs, Maintenance and Troubleshooting